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2018

Open Sunday–Saturday 10–6. thurSdayS ’til 8. ClOSed thankSgiving.

“The work will teach you how to do it.”

– ESTONIAN PROVERB
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a quick

NOTE

Here in the Northwest, we never 
know how autumn will arrive. 
Will it make a grand entrance 

with a flirty snap of its fingers? Or will 
it sidle up to us so imperceptibly that 
we don’t even notice we’ve changed our 
linens for woollens?
 This time of year never fails to slip me 
right back into learning mode—which I 
must confess is never far away. Of all the 
things I treasure about my 
job, it’s the constant learning 
I relish the most. I love that 
our crafts are infinitely 
nuanced—I’ll never be 
bored. I love (most days!) 
that the retail business is 
such an inexorably evolving 
puzzle. And I love that 
everyone on this journey with me is keen 
to learn too (often in public!).
 When I came across this issue’s cover 
quote in David Allen’s Ready for Anything, 
I was struck by the generosity of the 
sentiment—that if we just keep working 
at it, all we need to know is in the 
experience itself. It reminds me of that 
moment when a knitter ‘sees’ for the first 
time a stitch that was there all along.
 I’ve had a lovely invitation this fall. 
Our friends at Rowan have invited me to 
England—my first time ever! And if I can 
get John onto a long flight, we’ll have this 
adventure together. We’ll visit the Rowan 
design studios, and (be still my heart) be 
on hand to launch Churchmouse Classics 
patterns using Rowan yarns into their 
boutique in Liberty London (including 

four of the six newest; see page 4). Our 
team is so very, very proud.
 Then, with a few days on our own, 
maybe we’ll go to Betty’s Tearoom in 
Harrogate (the wellspring of Yorkshire 
Gold). Maybe I’ll get to meet Emma 
Bridgewater (girl crush!). Maybe we’ll 
get to see Brown Betty teapots entering 
the kiln at Cauldon. Maybe we’ll see 
our Wool Fat Soap cakes being hand-

wrapped in Bradford. Maybe 
I’ll splash out on a Liberty 
print silk scarf. A girl can 
dream, can’t she?
   I recently ran across an old 
Canadian wartime knitting 
booklet of my mum’s. It was 
printed on rationed paper 
and had smart patterns 

for men and women in uniform—
waistcoats, dickies, balaclavas, helmet 
liners… But what struck me the most 
was that there was only one sort of yarn 
on offer, a 4-ply wool in navy, olive, grey 
and khaki (I always thought my grandpa 
was talking about his “car keys”!). And 
I marveled at how very blessed we are 
with the “infinite variety” of yarns at 
our fingertips. It reminds me not to take 
anything for granted.

Warmest regards,

P.S. Learning from experience is all well 
and good, but if you want a little support, 
visit our classroom (pages 11–13). 

Kit Hutchin
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As we circle back around the themes that have 

guided our efforts this past year—‘Knitting 

for Wardrobe’, ‘Project Success’, ‘Sources & 

Origins’—it’s clear that it all wraps up in a lovely notion: the 

knitting life is time well spent.

We also noticed how it’s really 

all about the little things. A 

skein of exquisite hand-dyed 

yarn from Manos del Uruguay, a 

50-year-old textile cooperative. 

A mug from Emma Bridgewater, one of the last 

remaining potteries in Stoke-on-Trent. Simply 

beautiful darning needles from Tulip, a Japanese 

needle maker since 1948. Little hand-enameled 

alphabet tags from the mother/daughter team at 

Brass & Ink in Gearhart, Oregon.

And further, we noticed that the little things 

we love come from the hands of partners, large and small, 

who value the knitting life as much as we do. Time well 

spent indeed!

the knitting

LIFE
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LAUNCH PARTY: Saturday, August 25th
Choose a new pattern FREE* with purchase!

Join us all day as we celebrate six new Churchmouse Classics 
designed to build your wardrobe and boost your skills.

Meet some of the Churchmouse design team,
try on samples, and learn a new technique or two!

To receive your free pattern, just ask for your choice when you  
check out in our Island store or online. *One per customer, please.

new

CL ASSICS

Funnel Neck Pullover: Like a favorite 
sweatshirt, you’ll love this relaxed sweater 
(with its boxy shape and tidy, hemmed 
edges) all week long, all year ’round. 
The sleeveless version drops neatly off 
the shoulder, while three-quarter length 
sleeves save you from having to push 
them up!

Car Coat: Our first 12-page pattern 
is brimming with tips and techniques 
that ensure project success. Bringing to 
mind the favorite duffle or pea coat, this 
textured outerwear classic is a little retro, 
a little ‘Audrey’. Careful design details, 
such as the optional patch pockets, give 
it a handsome, tailored finish.
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Vintage Crochet Scarf & Wrap: We’ve 
rendered the delicate drama of our favorite 
afghan stitch in an ethereal, lace-weight 
mohair. Choose seven tonally close colors 
to paint a romantic picture, or two high- 
contrast shades for geometric cool. Once 
you get the rhythm of its stitches, you 
won’t be able to put this project down.

Reversible Arm Warmers: Knit in 
two colors, the two layers of these soft, 
scrunchy cuffs can be pulled through for 
infinite variation—from color tipped to 
color blocked to completely reversed—so 
you can give these arm warmers your 
personal touch! Designed in two lengths, 
in fine, lace-weight yarns.

Two-Point Cowl: Inspired by our ever-
popular Easy Folded Poncho, this seamless 
cowl slips easily over the shoulders and 
under a coat or jacket. We give two 
gauge options—an elegant sport-weight 
and a cozy chunky-weight—but the 
simple shape makes it easy to re-yarn and 
re-gauge. Don’t worry, the math is easy!

Chevron Lace Wrap & Scarf: Arrow-
like chevron panels of stockinette stitch 
and eyelet lace create a fine fabric that’s 
floaty but not altogether sheer—perfect 
for indoor wear or ‘shoulder season’. 
Based on our design for the 2018 Puget 
Sound LYS Tour, we’ve scaled it up in two 
generous sizes—even the scarf is ‘wrappy’.
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we’re

M AK ING

soft, shell pink. She’s debating about the 
optional patch pockets, but they’re added 
later so she’s got time to decide! Nearly 
everyone wants to knit a ‘Two-Point Cowl’: 
Anna’s will be in featured String Blossom 
(cashmere’s perfect for a drafty office). 
Others are coming up with fun substitutions 
and re-gaugings. We just can’t help it!

Thick and fast: As we work diligently 
on garments, we tuck in quicker projects 
we can wear sooner. Gretchen’s started 

a generous ‘Ribbed Lace 
Scarf’ in cuddly Rowan 
Cocoon. Inspired by Mimi, 
Sally’s working on a ‘Half 
& Half Cowl’, also in 
Rowan Cocoon. It’s slightly 
finer than the original 
Brushed Fleece so she’s 
compensated by casting on 
70 stitches—easy peasy! 
Kit’s marling two tonal 
colors of Rowan’s new 
Alpaca Classic (a brushed 
alpaca/cotton blend in 24 
gorgeously mixable colors) 
for a ‘Simple Mohair Wrap’.

Color work, color play: Jared Flood’s 
‘Lucerne’ hat (above) had many Mice 
picking out color combos of Brooklyn 
Tweed’s newest yarn—Peerie! Pam and 
Gregory were the first to finish, but won’t 
be the last. Leila’s ready to try colorwork 
for the first time and ‘Lucerne’ is a great 
place to begin. If you’re new to stranded 
colorwork, see our class on page 12.

Ahh, it’s wool season. That glorious time 
when knitters and crocheters poke their 
heads up, sniff for that first delicious hint of 
chill, and reach for their yarn! We’re looking 
forward to new fibers and old favorites, new 
designs and re-yarnings—projects to get 
wrapped up in as we strengthen our skills, 
hone our styles, and build our wardrobes.

Fall shades: Simple design details and 
easy shapes call for an inspired color 
palette. We’re focusing on ultra-classic 
navy, rich burgundy, 
foundational greys 
(of course), plus sips of 
champagne and splashes 
of chartreuse. Neutrals for 
the big projects, quirkier 
colors for the quick ones—
you can’t go wrong! 

New Classics knitalongs: 
We introduced our newest 
Churchmouse Classics 
collection to the staff a 
little early and we’re all 
aflutter choosing which to 
make first! Cathleen says, 
“That ‘Funnel Neck Pullover’ 
in Shibui Twig and Pebble is calling my 
name.” Jordan fell in love with the ‘Funnel 
Neck Pullover’, too. “I’ll probably end up 
with three,” she laughs. Sample knitter, 
Wendy H., has already finished re-yarning 
the ‘Funnel Neck’ in Isager Bomulin and 
Alpaca 1 in black. And the list grows!

Mimi has her eye on the ‘Car Coat’ in 
Rowan Cocoon in her signature color—

Brooklyn Tweed Lucerne
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yet—“I’ll find something!” Anna’s making 
a ‘Better-than-Basic Pullover’ in grey and 
white Isager Alpaca 2 for a tweedy marl.

Digging the Quarry: Brooklyn Tweed’s 
miraculously light-weight chunky tweed 
is a fave around here. Denise is making a 
reversible cable throw as a wedding gift 
for son James in October—“I’d better get 
cracking!” (She’ll finish a ‘Modern Wrapper 
Fine’ in time for the wedding!) Leila and Kit 
are swatching Quarry for the ‘Car Coat’—it’s 

a staff knit-along!

Hat’s off: Gretchen is 
knitting the Blue Sky Fibers 
‘Skyline Slouch’ hat (left) in 
their new DK-weight Eco-
Cashmere (50% recycled/ 
50% virgin); each kit has 
enough yarn for two 
hats. Lauren’s knitting a 
‘Boyfriend Watch Cap’ in 
Woolfolk Tov—her third 
hat in this delicious yarn. 
Denise is doubling down 
on ‘Boyfriends’ from her 

stash, and stashing them 
for Christmas presents.

Holiday jump start: A few well-organized 
Mice have started making for the holidays! 
Cathleen and Denise are working on ‘Basic 
Christmas Stockings’, Cathleen’s for a gift in 
November, Denise’s for her daughter-in-
law to-be. Jessica, our resident amigurumi 
expert, is making adorable, wee crocheted 
pumpkins in Hemp for Knitting’s allhemp6 
for the holiday table. Don’t miss our 
Holiday Head Start kick-off event (page 
15) for ideas, tips and techniques.

As fall ascends, let’s pick up our needles, put 
on the kettle, and give ourselves over to the 
knitting life.

Man, oh man, oh Manos: We so love 
the radiant, hand-dyed colors from Manos 
del Uruguay that we’ve added three new 
yarns to our collection: lace-weight Marina; 
fine, silky Fino; and Serpentina, a splashy, 
thick-and-thin wool coming later in the 
fall. Projects in perennial favorites, sock-
weight Alegria and worsted-weight Alegria 
Grande, are underway: Jordan made a ‘Hot 
Water Bottle Cozy’ in squishy Grande—a 
perfect project for one bright, cheerful 
skein. At the happy intersection of cozy and 
colorful, Gregory’s knitting 
a pair of ‘Family Slippers’ 
with Alegria Grande held 
double—they’ll be brilliant 
and brawny! Freshy chose 
fingering-weight Alegria 
for her ‘Linen Stitch Loop’ (a 
new free pattern) and loved 
watching a kettle-dyed 
solid unfold against vibrant 
variegation. Pam knit the 
multi-directional garter 
stitch ‘Mentolat’ scarf in 
six colors of Manos Silk 
Blend; choose a kit or 
mix your own!

Hip to be square: Kit and Gretchen are 
on the hunt for the ‘holy grail’: a perfectly 
proportioned, fine-weight, simply edged 
square scarf. Kit’s first, in ITO Sensai 
(a lace-weight mohair), features blocky 
stripes in five funky colors. The next is in 
Manos Marina. A new free pattern is in 
the pipeline!

Better sweater weather: Leila’s finished 
a design of her own in Blue Sky Fibers 
Brushed Suri in heavenly black. Similar to 
our ‘Better-than-Basic Pullover’, she made it 
a little longer and leaner, but still with an 
easy fit. She’s planning a ‘Better-than-Basic’ 
for her mom but hasn’t picked the yarn 

Blue Sky Fibers Skyline Slouch
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40 years of

ROWAN

ROWAN TURNS 40!
Join us for a Ruby Anniversary fête in September.

Rowan is 40 years young and we’re proud to celebrate our long-lasting friendship with 
this marvelous company. Won’t you join us?

Exhibition: A traveling show of 20 designs from the Rowan archive (featured in the 
book above) will be in our shop September 27th–30th. We’re its first LYS stop in the U.S.!

Party: On Saturday, September 29th, wear or bring something you made using Rowan 
yarns; you’ll receive a wee gift and be eligible to win Rowan prizes. Or post a photo of 
your Rowan FO on Ravelry, Instagram, or Facebook to enter; watch for details there.

is spun from 100% Shetland wool in 
Huddersfield, the very same Yorkshire 
village where Rowan started in 1978. It’s 
in a ‘gauge sweet-spot’—this yarn can be 
knit down to a dense fingering-weight, 
worked at a moderate sport-weight, 

or opened up to a lofty 
DK-weight. Its ruggedly 
woolly texture blooms and 
softens with a nice wet 
blocking. 

Over the course of 
four decades, Rowan 
has stayed true to their 
commitment to quality 
fibers and timeless design. 
(There are patterns in 
Kit’s treasured ‘Rowan 
Magazine No. 1’ that 

she’d still knit today!) This fall, Rowan 
launches a new ‘flagship’ program; we 
are so pleased to continue to carry the 
flag we took up when we first opened 
our doors. 

For four decades, Rowan Yarns has 
inspired knitters and designers the world 
over. When Churchmouse Yarns & Teas 
opened in 2000, Kit’s deep love of textile 
history and the Yorkshire landscape led 
her to set Rowan’s iconic line as a pillar 
of our yarn collection. 
Rowan’s fashion-forward 
styling has kept their 
brand fresh and relevant.

We consider several 
Rowan yarns to be our 
‘canon’: Kidsilk Haze, 
Felted Tweed, Kid Classic, 
and Cocoon. More than 
half of Churchmouse 
Classics patterns use 
Rowan yarns (and that 
includes four of our six 
new Classics, see page 4!).

September’s Yarn of the Month, 
Valley Tweed (10% off), joins a long line 
of stunning tweeds from Rowan—it’s one 
of our most beloved yet! Valley Tweed 
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‘UP & ABOUT’ STRIPED BEANIE

A little colorwork. A little striping. A lot of fun.

Finished Size: Approx. 20"/51cm around x 8"/20cm 
long, after blocking; fits a medium adult.

Yarn: 2 skeins Rowan Valley Tweed (226 yds/207m 
each) in contrasting colors (enough for another hat 
in reverse colorway!). Or an equivalent sport-weight 
yarn: 110 yds/101m of MC; 42 yd/39m of CC.

Needles & Notions: US 4 (3.5mm) 16"/40cm circular needle and double-points, or 
size to obtain gauge. 5 stitch markers (one contrasting). Darning needle to finish.

Gauge: 26 sts = 4"/10cm in stockinette stitch worked in the round, after blocking.

Glossary: CC = contrasting color; Dec(’d) = decrease(d); K = knit; K2Tog = knit 2 
stitches together; MC = main color; P = purl; PM = place marker; St(s) = stitch(es).

Cast on: With MC and circular needle, use cable cast-on method to cast on  
130 sts. Do not join in the round yet.

Corrugated Ribbing: Row 1: Continuing with MC, K3. Join CC, K2. *With MC, 
K3; with CC, K2*; repeat between * * to end of round. Place contrasting marker 
and join in the round, being careful not to twist. Round 1: *With MC, K3; with 
CC, P2*; repeat between * * to end of round; slip marker. Repeat Round 1 until 
piece measures 1"/2.5cm from cast-on edge.

Striping: Note: Do not cut yarn between color changes. To keep color changes tidy, 
gently snug up last st of new color’s prior stripe and bring yarn loosely up behind old 
color (over a finger to add a little slack)—this ‘traps’ the color you leave behind. Look 
for more tips—and a look at the reverse colorway!—on our website or in the shop.

Rounds 1–4: With MC, knit. Rounds 5–7: With CC, knit. Repeat Rounds 1–7 once 
more. Rounds 15–19: With MC, knit. Rounds 20 & 21: With CC, knit. Rounds 
22–27: With MC, knit. Round 28: With CC, knit. Cut CC, leaving 8"/20cm tail 
for weaving in later. With MC, knit 3 rounds. Next round: Continuing with MC, 
*K26, PM*; repeat between * * three more times; knit to end. [5 markers total]

Decrease rounds: Note: Change to double-points when necessary. Round 1: *Knit to 
2 sts before marker, K2Tog, slip marker*; repeat between * * to end. [5 sts dec’d] 
Round 2: Knit to end of round, slipping markers. Repeat Rounds 1 and 2 until 65 
sts remain. Repeat Round 1 only (i.e., dec every round) until 5 sts remain. Break 
yarn, leaving 8"/20cm tail. With darning needle, thread tail through all 5 sts 
one at a time; draw up tightly; repeat for strength. Weave in ends on wrong side. 

Finishing: Soak for 20 minutes in tepid water with no-rinse wool soap. Gently 
squeeze out as much water as possible. Roll up in a towel and squeeze again. 
Gently pull to desired dimensions and lay flat; allow to dry thoroughly.
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monthly

FAV ES

The Churchmouse vision is easily summed 
up: ‘an English village shop’ with a pantry full 
of good everyday teas, tweedy yarns (see page 
8), and creamware pottery. This September, 
take 10% off three favorite British staples.

Berries & cream: Emma Bridgewater 
launched her beautiful British creamware 
in 1985: “pottery for a relaxed, colorful, 
mismatched life,” made by hand in one of 
the few remaining potteries in England.

We picked two must-have pieces (the 
half-pint mug and the french bowl) to 
feature at 10% off. They’re a great intro to 
the rest of the Black Toast line, illustrated 

with whimsical phrases in iconic black 
letter forms.

Black Toast sits comfortably with other 
British creamware—and, of course, with 
the rest of Emma’s collectible mugs! 

Brilliant blends: Yorkshire Tea (10% 
off this September) from Taylor’s of 
Harrogate has graced 
our shelves since we first 
opened our doors. 

A robust blend of black 
teas, Yorkshire Tea (in the 
red box!) is “strong enough to stand your 
spoon up in!” A gentler cuppa, Yorkshire 
Gold’s leaves come from the top ten tea 
gardens in the world.

Before Yorkshire Tea ends up in your 
mug, it’s tasted no fewer than eight times. 
We can up that count to nine—we always 
have a box open for staff use!

¼ cup fresh ginger, peeled and chopped
3½ cups water
¹⁄³ cup fresh squeezed lemon juice
½ cup Bee Local Honey Syrup

Pour 2 cups boiling water over ginger; 
cover and steep 20 min. Strain into large 
pitcher, pressing against ginger solids. 
Stir in lemon juice and Honey Syrup.

To serve warm, add another 1½ cups 
boiling water. To serve over ice, refrigerate 

to chill, add 1½ cups cold  
or sparkling water and a slice 
of lemon.

If you’re ‘cocktail inclined’, 
add a splash of gin or vodka 
over the rocks, or add a splash 
of bourbon or whisky to your 
mug for a ‘tonic toddy’. 

Store leftovers (as if!) for up 
to 3 days. 

Deliciously reviving when hot. Dazzlingly refreshing in a spritzer. Makes 4 cups; serves 4–6.

ERIKA’S AUTUMN TONIC
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IN THE CLASSROOM

‘DROP IN’ CIRCLES: Help With Your Project(s) When You Need It
MONDAY MORNINGS  10:00am–12:00pm  with Samantha Pelliciotta
TUESDAY AFTERNOONS  2:00–4:00pm  with Cornie Talley
THURSDAY MORNINGS  10:00am–12:00pm  with Sarah Hardi
FRIDAY MORNINGS  10:00am–12:00pm  with Samantha Pelliciotta
SUNDAY AFTERNOONS  2:00–4:00pm  with Cornie Talley

Maximum: 6 students.  $16/2 hours; $8 /second hour only. $64/10 prepaid hours.

OPEN TABLE   FREE!
TUESDAY & SUNDAY MORNINGS  10:00am–12:00pm.
THURSDAY EVENINGS  6:00–8:00pm.

Bring your knitting, crocheting or stitching for a chance to hang out in good company. 
It’s not a formal class but a chance to gather with like-minded fiber fans!

CHARITY CIRCLE   FREE! ALL LEVELS WELCOME with Sally Dunbar
First Wednesday afternoons 1:00–3:00pm 9/5, 10/3, 11/7  At BARN. NEW VENUE!
Third Thursday afternoons 1:00–3:00pm  9/20, 10/18, 11/15  At the shop!
We meet monthly for charity knitting, crochet and conversation. We can find a good home 
for any project you’d like to tackle! Won’t you join us?

K N I T T I N G  F O R  K I D S  &  T E E N S

TEENS LEARN TO KNIT: Easy skills for fun accessories.  NEW CLASS!
Thursday evenings 6–8pm  10/11, 10/18, 10/25  with Samantha Pelliciotta & Meghan Costello
Come hang out in a welcoming space with fellow makers and learn to knit (or brush up 
on childhood skills!). We’ll help you tackle a fun new project or get unstuck on an old one.
Maximum: 6 students; ages 13 and up.  $60 (3-session series)

KIDS KNITTING: Learn to Knit or Pick a Project  with Jennifer Burlingame
Parents: Please check your child in and out of each class. Arrive early to purchase supplies. 
Wednesday afternoons 3:30–4:30pm  10/3, 10/10, 10/17, 10/24
Wednesday afternoons 3:30–4:30pm  11/7, 11/14, 11/21, 11/28
Miss B has great projects for you: scarves, hats, bags… If you’ve never knit before, come 
learn! Or get help with a project. Maximum: 7 students; ages 7–12. $40 (4-session series) 

The fine print: Minimum class size is 3 students. ‘Go’ date is 7 days before the first session. You 
may cancel up to 7 days before first class for a full refund. If you cancel later, we cannot issue a 
refund unless we’re able to fill your spot from a waiting list. You may send a friend in your place. 
Your place is reserved with full payment. You’ll receive a 10% one-time discount coupon on the first 
day of class (expires in one year); cannot be used for class fees or combined with other discounts.
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T A K E  G O O D  C A R E

HEALTHY HANDWORK HABITS: For all makers.  with Marsha Novak
Saturday afternoons 1:30–3:30pm  9/22  or  10:00am–12:00pm 10/6;  
Monday afternoon 1:30–3:30pm 11/5
Do you have discomfort or numbness in your back, neck or arms when you knit? Or would 
you like your handwork to stay pain free? Informed by the Feldenkrais® Method, this class 
includes gentle seated movement and a sequence you can take home to use for a warm-up 
or as a break during your day.  Maximum: 8 students  $20 (1-session workshop)

GARMENT PROJECT SUPPORT: Start to finish.  NEW CLASS!
Wednesday evenings 5:30–8pm  9/5; 6–8pm  9/12, 9/19, 9/26, 10/3  with Laura McCormick
Choose from two new Churchmouse Classics garments (see page 4) that feature beautiful 
details and clever techniques. Let Laura get you off to a solid start. You’ll learn: How to 
choose a size, swatch for success, work provisional cast-on for knitted hems, pick up 
stitches for collars, and much more (see website for details). Basic knitting skills required.
Maximum: 7 students  $105 (5-session workshop); includes pattern ($8–12 value). 

CHURCHMOUSE CLASSIC FINISHING: Project success.  NEW CLASS!
Friday afternoons 1–3:00pm  9/14, 9/21  or  Monday afternoons 1–3:00pm  10/15, 10/22 
or Friday evenings 6–8:00pm  11/9, 11/16  with Samantha Pelliciotta  
Learning a few tried-and-true finishing techniques will ensure that every garment project 
is time well spent—the details make the difference! Samantha will get you comfortable 
with the basics (plus a few nifty tricks!) so you can get those WIPs out of their boxes and 
into your closet! You’ll learn: When and how to block, perfect seaming, weaving in ends, 
and more.  Maximum: 6 students  $40 (2-session workshop)

INTRO TO STRANDED COLORWORK: A good grounding for color play!
Saturday mornings 10:30–12:30pm  9/15 or 10/27  with Laura McCormick
Learn to knit two colors with two hands with our ‘Simple Colorwork Beanie’ pattern 
(provided) and you’ll be ready for Fair Isle or Scandinavian stranded colorwork. You’ll 
learn: How to read a chart and work in the round with both hands—and end up with a 
hat you’ll love!  Maximum: 6 students  $20 (1-session workshop)

INTRO TO SOCKS: Get off on the right foot!
Thursday evenings 6:30–8:00pm  9/20, 9/27, 10/4  with Becky ffitch
This is the classic sock our mothers (and their mothers) knew by heart. You’ll learn: A 
slip-stitch heel-flap pattern, turning a heel, gusset shaping, and Kitchener stitch for 
toe grafting. Basic knitting skills and experience with double-point needles required. 
If you’re rusty, come to one of our ‘Drop In’ Circles (see page 11) to get your homework 
cuff started Maximum: 6 students  $45 (3-session workshop)

S K I L L  B U I L D I N G  F O R  S U C C E S S
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A  S T R O N G  F O U N DAT I O N

LEARN TO KNIT, STEP ONE: Fingerless gloves  with Samantha Pelliciotta
Monday afternoons 2–3:30pm  9/10, 9/17, 9/24 or Saturday afternoons 2–3:30pm  10/20, 10/27, 11/3
These on-trend fingerless gloves will teach you all the basics you’ll need for a lifetime 
of knitting. No previous experience required. We’ll provide: Churchmouse Learn-to-Knit 
Companion, Churchmouse Classroom pattern, tape measure, darning needle.
Maximum: 6 students  $50 (3-session workshop)

LEARN TO KNIT, STEP TWO: Ribbed beanie  with Samantha Pelliciotta
Tuesday afternoons 2–3:30pm  10/9, 10/16, 10/23 or Saturday 2–3:30pm  11/3, 11/10, 11/17
If you know the basics of knit and purl (or you’ve taken ‘Step One’, above), you’re ready!  
to knit in the round. Once you know how to join and knit on a circular needle and 
double-points, you’ll be ready for handwarmers, cowls, loops and top-down sweaters. We’ll 
provide: Churchmouse Classroom pattern. Maximum: 4 students  $45 (3-session workshop)

LEARN TO CROCHET: Zippered pouches  with  Becky ffitch
Friday evenings 6:30–8:00pm  9/28, 10/5
Know the basics of chaining and single crochet? You’re ready to work in the round (hello 
hats!). We’ll show you how to join, track rounds, and add a simple lining. Great gifts, these 
pouches are perfect for your hooks, pencils, cosmetics… We’ll provide: Churchmouse ‘Oval 
Crocheted Bucket Bags & Pouches’ pattern. Maximum: 6 students  $30 (2-session workshop)

COUTURE KNITTING with CATHERINE LOWE

AN INSPIRING VISIT WITH CATHERINE  FREE EVENT!
Friday afternoon, 4:00–7:00pm 10/19 in the shop; presentation begins at 5:00pm
We’re so honored to have Catherine Lowe visit from her New York studio and 
want to offer as many people as possible a taste of her approach to knitting. Her 
workshops can accomodate only so many students but if you’re curious, come learn 
what all the fuss is about, see beautiful designs, and tip a glass with Catherine.

COUTURE KNITTING: The basics in a special one-day workshop.
Saturday 10/20, 9:00am–6:00pm  or  Sunday 10/21 9:00am–6:00pm; in the annex.
Learn the essential techniques that are the foundation of Catherine’s Couture 
Method for handknitting. Her approach to garment fabrication and construction 
will change the way you think about knitting. This full-day intro will take you well 
down the path to mastering techniques that integrate easily into your repertoire.
Maximum: 16 students  $160 (Full-day workshop)

SIGN UP FOR CLASSES & STAY CURRENT ONLINE!
For updates between printed newsletters visit churchmouseyarns.com and click on ‘Classes’  

for details. It’s easy to register for classes online. Or stop by the shop—that works, too!
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Nate McCall took on the role of Digital Content 
Coordinator this June. With a strong background in 
IT, he’s proven to be a wonderfully helpful addition 

to our team! He’s happy to apply his tech skills and problem-
solving brain to a small, creative business he believes in. Nate 
learned about Churchmouse from his wife, Leila, a 2-year 
member of the Mouse staff. Nate doesn’t knit (though he lives 
surrounded by yarn and loves Norwegian colorwork!) but 
he has been binding books by hand since 2013. Teaching 
himself with a little reverse engineering, he creates blank fine 
bindings and restores books that need some TLC. We’re so glad Leila and Nate’s pursuit 
of a simpler life led them to our side of the Sound!

new

FACES

Kate Mills came to us last November—just in time for 
the busy holiday rush! She had no problem fitting 
right in. “Everyone is so happy and nice!” she says. 

Kate calls herself a fairly new knitter, though she first learned 
when her fifth grade teacher started a knitting club in her 
hometown of Pocatello, Idaho. Kate’s just back from her 
August wedding in Pocatello and, though her knitting took 
a backseat to wedding prep, she’s back sitting cross-legged, 
knitting at her coffee table. She’s enjoying the “process of 
perfecting” and knitting away on her first sweater project 
(Shibui’s Varna). Kate loves working with customers to find answers to their knitting 
questions—she always learns something new along the way.

Jordan Rutherford joined the Mice in April. After 10 
years working her way up at a commercial insurance 
brokerage in her home state of Illinois, she and her 

    husband searched for a change. They fell in love with the 
Pacific Northwest! And in looking for work that she could be 
passionate about, she found us. She loves meeting customers 
who have also traveled from afar to end up in our shop. 
Jordan always chooses skill-building projects; knitting is 
a constant learning process—“even when it’s learning that 
I’m a better knitter than I thought I was.” Jordan is also a 

musician (oboe!) and voracious reader—ask her for a book recommendation! She loves 
to match book to reader as much as she loves to match yarn to knitter.
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fall

EV ENTS

PATTERN LAUNCH PARTY. Saturday, August 25th. Join us in the store and online, 
and receive one new Churchmouse pattern FREE with purchase (see page 4).

IZIPIZI TRUNK SHOW. Saturday & Sunday, September 1st & 2nd. Our favorite 
reading glasses, made in France. Find your optics, find your style.

ANNIVERSARY SALE. Saturday & Sunday, September 8th & 9th (see below).

KNIT WITH SUSAN WIGGS. Saturday, September 15th, 3:00–4:00pm. Visit with 
best-selling Bainbridge author and avid knitter, Susan Wiggs. Enter to win a signed book.

HOLIDAY HEAD START. Saturday, September 22nd, 10:00am–1:00pm. Get a jump 
on the holidays! Find project ideas for gifting and decor. Demos. Free mini-lessons.

CELEBRATE ROWAN’S 40TH! Thursday–Sunday, September 27th–30th; an 
exhibition from the archives and a party (with prizes!) on Saturday (see page 8).

SMITH TEA TASTING. Saturday, October 6th, 12:00–4:00pm. Sip and savor many 
blends with Smith tea wallah, Alix Walper, from Portland. 

CATHERINE LOWE’S COUTURE KNITTING. October 19th–21st. An afternoon 
visit and presentation, and two days of workshops (see page 13).

BROOKLYN TWEED ‘WOOL PEOPLE’ TRUNK SHOW. October 27th–November 
11th. See the newest BT design collection from independent designers.

18th  ANNIVERSARY SALE
10% OFF EVERYTHING

SATURDAY & SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 8th & 9th

Island Shop: Drop in from 10 ‘til 6 for tea and treats. Wear or bring 
something you made this year and get a wee gift. Our Charity Circle 
hosts their annual yarn drive—clear your stash and earn ‘Yarn Bucks’.

Online: Use code 18ALREADY? at checkout for 10% off. Post a picture 
of something you made this year on Ravelry, Instagram or Facebook 
and you’ll be entered to win a set of new Churchmouse Classics.
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